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EDITOR’S NOTE
This issue of Watch Market Review is a special one as it shifts focus from the
technological advancements of watch technology to the idea of sustainability. As
the world progresses towards a more sustainable and greener future, the watch
industry too is trying to adapt itself towards this new direction. The issue
highlights some of the most exceptional watches that are made using recycled
materials and solar powered timepieces which in turn aids us to move into a
sustainable society. We truly believe in the saying that ‘Sustainability is here to
stay. Or we may not be.’
OTT platforms are increasingly collaborating with brands in order to promote
their content and the latest film to do so is The Gray Man. A stellar cast,
celebrated directors and a world class Swiss Watch brand is the perfect recipe for
the freshest collaboration ever!
The world of watches has always had a special relationship with the world of
racing. To commemorate this bond, TAG Heuer has introduced its famed
Monaco chronograph in the bright and bold purple shade. A timepiece fit for
royalty this is one watch launch you wouldn’t want to miss!
Pocket watches maybe almost extinct for the newer generations, but for authentic
watch lovers nothing speaks classy like a pocket watch. Aerowatch’s delightful
combination of old world charm and cutting edge technology is clearly visible in
the brand’s latest pocket watch.

While some brands are looking to create new models, a lot of brands are banking
on revamping their signature lines. One such brand is the iconic Girard Perregaux
which recently introduced an updated version of its famed Laureato. This issue
takes a deep dive into the latest launch and finds out what makes this brand
appeal to consumers even after so many years.
The second half of the year brings with it a calendar packed schedule of trade
shows and industry events beginning with the Asia chapter of Watches and
Wonders. With an impressive line up the world of watches is in for an exciting
second half of 2022!
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A number of newer metals and alloys have been increasingly used to create new
age watches. One such material is ceramic. Ceramic watches have grown in
popularity in recent times thanks to its durable and lightweight characteristics.
This issue highlights some of the best ceramic watches available in the country
and why an increasing number of watch lovers are preferring this material.

SUNIL KARER
EDITOR
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Sustainable Watches
Stylish, Stunning and Sustainable

ne of the current buzzing words is sustainability.
A societal goal, sustainability can have multiple implications across verticals.
Be it environmental, financial or social, sustainability is the key to a bright future.
But what exactly is sustainability?
The official definition states: Sustainability consists of fulfilling the needs of
current generations without compromising the needs of future generations, while
ensuring a balance between economic growth, environmental care and social
well-being. But how can one ensure sustainability in watches?
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There are numerous factors when it comes to creating an eco-friendly or
sustainable watch. Sustainable watches are usually hand-crafted, artisan watches
made from responsibly sourced materials. Eco-friendly watches are made from
low negative impact materials using eco-conscious production methods.
There are various ways to make an eco-friendly or sustainable watch. What you’re
specifically looking for will depend on what your values are. A sustainable watch
company, however, will take measures to address any negative impacts on the
environment and their manufacturers. So take a look at some of the most
stunning watches available today which are also sustainable.

FOSSIL
Maui and Sons x Fossil FB-01
Solar-Powered Watch
For ocean lovers there is no better feeling than that of surfing.
On a glorious summer day when it’s just you and the waves,
the feeling you experience is of infinity. To encapsulate this
liberating sensation, iconic American surfing brand Maui and
Sons has entered into a collaboration with watch making
brand Fossil to create a sustainable and eco-friendly
collection of watches.
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The Maui and Sons x Fossil Solar-Powered Analog-Digital
Watch also features a solar-powered rechargeable battery, as
well as a case measuring 42mm and topring made with castor
oil, and velcro recycled polyethylene tetraphyte (rPET)
straps. The piece celebrates Maui and Sons’ core brand
colors, including their surf-inspired rainbow gradient. Both
timepieces in the collection feature an enamel-filled Maui
and Sons cookie logo on the caseback and are packaged in a
limited-edition Maui and Sons x Fossil collectible tin.
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The Maui and Sons x Fossil FB-01 Solar-Powered Watch, is
designed around the surf brand’s iconic ‘80s cookie logo — a
nod to the Yokoyama family chocolate chip cookie recipe.
The timepiece is crafted with a #tide ocean material case and
measures 42mm. it also includes a rotating bezel and nylon
straps whose components are made with upcycled,
ocean-bound plastic waste that is transformed into durable
plastic reinforced with natural fiber.

BREITLING
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Superocean Heritage Chronograph 44 Ocean Conservancy
Breitling has long supported non-governmental organizations like Ocean Conservancy, which works to ensure that the
world's oceans and beaches are healthy and clean. The Breitling Superocean Heritage Ocean Conservancy Limited
Edition, for example, features a NATO strap made from Econyl Yarn, in addition to other environmental efforts like beach
clean-ups. It is possible to recycle this special fabric indefinitely because they make it from nylon waste that has been
collected in the oceans.
Breitling's Superocean Heritage Ocean Conservancy Limited Edition sends a coherent message: the company wants to
take the lead in the battle against ocean degradation with the Ocean Conservancy. It's no secret that Breitling cares about
ocean health and clean beaches, and this 1000-piece limited edition showcases Breitling's support of Ocean
Conservancy's preservation initiatives.
Even the watch box on this device makes a bold promise: it will go above and beyond the call of duty. The new packaging is
collapsible, recyclable, and ships with a substantially lighter carbon footprint because they manufacture it entirely from
repurposed plastic bottles.

ORIS
New York Harbor
Limited Edition
Although brands throughout the industry have committed
themselves to environmental causes over the years, few can
match Oris for the depth of its commitment. For its latest
environmental project, Oris is tackling arguably its most
ambitious target to date with the New York-based Billion
Oyster Project. The resulting tie-in model, the Oris Aquis
New York Harbor Limited Edition, is one of the brand’s most
striking diver designs to date, with a mission to help restore
one of the world’s most polluted aquatic ecosystems.

Measuring in at 41.5mm-wide, the Aquis New York Harbor
Limited Edition’s stainless steel case is a carryover from the
standard production Aquis series, with a few unique custom
touches. The stainless steel bezel insert gives this familiar
case another layer of dimension, with a cleanly matte
sandblasted base layer and a dive scale in polished raised
relief. The green mother of pearl dial is a nod to Mother
Nature which features a domed sapphire topped glass with
anti-reflective coating inside.
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The Billion Oyster Project operates an oyster larva farm in
the Red Hook area of Brooklyn, which works in conjunction
with the new artificial reef bases to begin the process of
restoring the ecology of the harbor. This is obviously an
immense undertaking, but the organization is roughly
10 percent of the way towards its goal of reintroducing one
billion live oysters to New York Harbor with a rapidly
accelerating production capacity.
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Since New York City is known for its harbor and surrounding
restaurants and bars, The Billion Oyster in collaboration with
Oris has concocted an innovative method to recycle the
disposed oyster chells. By recycling millions of oyster shells
collected from restaurants around the greater New York area,
the organization is able to build calcium carbonate-rich
building blocks for new oysters to latch onto within
the harbor.

PANERAI

Submersible ELAB-ID™ PAM01225
Panerai is brand not only known for its superlative
watchmaking techniques but also for its commitment and
dedication to sustainability and eco-friendly watches. The
new Panerai Submersible eLAB-ID PAM01225 – a watch
constructed from 98.6% recycled-based materials by weight.
According to Panerai, it also has the highest percentage of
recycled based material ever made.
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The 44mm body of this model is built from EcoTitanium, a
recycled titanium alloy that is a lightweight aerospace-grade
metal made of more than 80% pure recycled content. In
addition to the case, the unidirectional rotating bezel with
polished knurling, the watch’s sandwich dial, and bridges are
also crafted from EcoTitanium.
The brand’s commitment to sustainability does not end
there. It also uses eco-friendly materials in the internal parts
of the watch. In fact the Submersible eLAB-ID is the first
watch to use 100% recycled SuperLuminova on its dial and
hands and 100% recycled silicon for its movement
escapement. Both are obtained through dedicated,
small-scale recycling processes that reuse raw material waste.
From the sapphire crystal to the gold hands, most of the
major components contain recycled based material.
A product like this is path breaking for the world of watches
as it paves the way for sustainable watches. The Submersible
eLAB-ID is an opportunity for the watch industry to
understand that making a watch using predominantly
recycled-based material is possible, thus reducing the need
for virgin material extraction and its associated high
environmental impact.

SKAGEN

Skagen Grenen Ult
If glamour and bling is your thing, then the new Skagen
Grenen Ult timepiece is the perfect accessory for you. Earth
friendly materials have been used to create a watch that
beautifully combines both form as well as function. The
watch is complete with solar movement, planet-friendly
leather, and upcycled/recycled materials. Skagen lives by the
saying, Sustainability isn't a choice; it’s a lifestyle. Let’s live it.
This is apparent in each of its creations which explores ways
to minimize its footprint on the planet. It aims to influence
industry-wide change by offering an increased number of
styles using more sustainable materials and taking action to
combat climate change through water and waste reductions.
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The watch is the perfect pick for those who are free spirited
and prefer a spontaneous lifestyle. Coupled with responsible
materials and sustainable features it doubles up as a great gift
as well. Fueled by a love for modern and minimal design,
this Skagen timepiece will take up a special space in your
watch wardrobe.
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A gilded mesh strap which is the Danish watch brand
trademark, houses the golden bezel which encapsulates a
white toned dial. The 12 floating indices are diamond
studded which gives the timepiece a glamorous touch.

GRAND SEIKO
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On Cloud Nine
Grand Seiko derives its distinct style from the minimalistic Japanese
culture that believes in simplicity but high quality. In the year 1967,
the brand launched its very first model the 44 GS which embodies
the ethos of the brand, setting the design codes that is known today
as the Grand Seiko Style. Since then every Grand Seiko model that
has entered the market, has meticulously followed these design
codes cementing the brand’s value and position in the minds of
the consumer.
So in order to celebrate the 55th anniversary of this iconic model,
the brand introduces a quartz watch that embodies the spirit of this
seminal 1967 design and offers a remarkable precision rate of +5 to
-5 seconds per year.
The dial is as remarkable as the caliber that delivers this exceptional
accuracy. It has the texture of the sea of clouds that form around the
mountains on some mornings in the Shinshu region where this and
all Grand Seiko quartz watches are made. Sometimes, the air is so
still and humid that dense clouds gather and overlap to create a sea
of clouds above Shinshu’s lowlands that stretches away to the
horizon in every direction and that is tinged with blue, reflected
down from the clear skies above them.

The watch is powered by a specially enhanced version of Caliber
9F85 that is accurate to +5 to -5 seconds a year. This high precision
rate is achieved by the use of quartz crystals that are aged and then
individually selected for their particular performance characteristics.
The same commitment to precision is expressed in every aspect of
the watch’s functionality.
It has a time difference adjustment function that allows the hour
hand to be moved without stopping the seconds hand, thus
preserving its high precision when the wearer changes time zones.
A backlash auto-adjust mechanism eliminates any shudder in the
seconds hand. The date changes in the blink of an eye.
A twin-pulse control system allows the minute and seconds hands
to extend right to the edge of the dial so that the exact time can be
read with ease. The new creation has the rich “sparkle of quality”
that comes from the use of the sharp edges and flat surfaces that
are central to the “Grand Seiko Style.” The case offers the
combination of Zaratsu polished and hairline finished surfaces
that is one of the defining characteristics of the design style.

S

WATCH BANDS

Distributors
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If there’s one topic that’s on everybody’s mouth these days its Netflix’s hit show Stranger Things. With
its gripping plotline and 80’s style nostalgia, a collaboration between this online blockbuster and
Timex Watches will turn the world of watches upside down.

TIMEX

Rife with retro throwbacks, this special edition collection has resurfaced three cult classics from the
Timex archives: Timex Camper, Timex T80, and the unforgettable Timex Atlantis have been revived
to form this latest launch for the Sci-Fi-Horror drama.

Believe It Or Not

Sported by Lucas Sinclair in the forthcoming season, the original Timex Camper now permeates the
shadows with an ominous INDIGLO backlight and hidden image. The two digital watches, Timex
T80 and Timex Atlantis, which made their first debut around the time of Will Byers’ mysterious
disappearance in 1983, feature a customized alarm with the Stranger Things melody. Viewers may
have already spotted Sheriff Hopper’s Timex Atlantis in previous seasons—an iconic watch Timex has
rereleased in his honor. Things really start to get eerie once the clock strikes 3:00 pm, revealing a
backward number 3. Stranger Things indeed!

“With the Timex x Stranger Things collection, two cult franchises join forces to create a capsule
that is intrinsic to this pop culture moment,” says Shari Fabiani, Sr. Vice President Brand Marketing
and Creative Services at Timex Group. “Through rich storytelling and ageless design, these special
edition styles proudly resurrect one of history’s most expressive decades that transcends through
all generations.”
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Authentic Stranger Things graphics creep across all three styles within this otherworldly collection.
Some other key features include a stainless-steel bracelet or fabric strap, resin case and strap,
INDIGLO backlight as well as a customized alarm.

ROSE X BULGARI SERPENTI
SPECIAL EDITION
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Four Decades Of Luxury & More To Go!

Titan Com

t all started with three people and a dream to build a luxury brand of Indian origin. A wholesale jeweler
with enormous dreams has transformed into one of India’s premier luxury jewelry brands, with stores in
India and the Middle East after 40 years of hard work and perseverance. It’s Rose, of course!
There are several reasons why Rose is admired around the world, but perhaps the most important is its ability to
fuse Indian tradition with a western style. Rose has been working for more than 40 years to bring Indian
craftsmanship and design to the rest of the world.
For its 40th anniversary, they teamed up with Bulgari, a world-renowned Italian Maison with values that aligned
with their own, to create a one-of-a-kind piece. Malachite dials have been added to Bulgari’s Serpenti watch,
which is a testament to Rose, known for its ‘green’ color and its history of working with rare jewels.

In conversation with Karan Vaidya, Vice President,
Marketing and Retail Operations, The Rose Group,
and Biren Vaidya, Managing Director and Creative
Director, The Rose Group, we deep-dived into this
unique collaboration, the luxury watch industry in
India, and all about the brand. Let’s hear what they
had to say!

Being in the industry for four decades, we asked him
to take us through the evolution of the luxury watch
industry in India. He said, “Until the early 90s, India
was a closed economy and most collectors had no
choice but to buy their watches internationally. In
fact, even after India opened its doors, not many
watch brands considered us a key market. After all,
the traditional mindset of most Indians was always to
invest in gold and diamonds. Watches were
considered mere accessories.
With the advent of the internet and then social
media, awareness has skyrocketed. Suddenly, people
have begun appreciating the value of timepieces,
their movements, and the appreciation of their value
over time, and so on. It’s only after that, that watches
came to be considered an asset class, and not just an
accessory. At the Rose Watch Bar, we see it even in
the store.
Today the informed customer understands watches
intrinsically. In fact, our customers today know of
most Independent watch brands too. Heightened
awareness, along with the education by people in the
industry like us, has mainly brought about the
evolution of the luxury watch industry in India!”
Karan Vaidya.
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A casual conversation at Baselworld 2019 has taken
them more than three and a half years and a
pandemic to reach their customers. For them, this is
the ideal melange of two iconic brands.
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The generations of Bulgari designers that combine
brilliant color combinations with finely proportioned
volumes and unmistakable Roman symbols have
developed a particular style over time. When it
comes to jewelry, Bulgari has always remained true to
its cultural roots, but it has also brought new trends
and ideas that have become iconic symbols of
contemporary design. It was only fair for Rose to
choose Bulgari for this special timepiece.

The luxury jewelry market in India is seeing a sharp
rise. What truly distinguishes Rose from other luxury
jewelry brands inTitan
India? Com
“Well, it has taken four decades, a master Creative
Director- Beevee, a commitment to luxury and
exquisite craftsmanship. Our customers feel it the
minute they walk into our store or see our site. We
proudly host a very exclusive collection of jewels.
And this collection is what sets Rose apart from other
jewelry brands. My father, Biren Vaidya, is himself a
bench jeweler and has personally trained our team of
70 craftsmen. Their skill in bringing to life his unique
designs has literally created magic. Each and every
piece reflects genuine beauty and uniqueness. And
most importantly, in these times of factory-made,
machine-cast jewelry. At Rose, we use technology to
enhance the making of a piece without replacing the
hand-crafted magic of our ‘karigars’,” says Karan.
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No wonder their products are a treat to the eye.
Named after a flower, and rightly so, their design
process is an intriguing one. “Certainly. The
rose-inspired name ‘Rose’ was a no-brainer. Like our
jewelry, it’s a symbol of beauty, strength, royalty, and
love. Our team at Rose is well-versed in the monetary

and artistic worth of Indian handicrafts. Even though
we move with the times, we are able to master and
preserve them. To create really one-of-a-kind
creations, our team devotes countless hours to
perfecting our processes, applying the highest quality
materials, and coming up with stunning designs.
That’s how we make works of art that are as beautiful
as the Rose flower, a symbol of love, beauty, and
majesty,” says Biren Vaidya.
With so many brands out there, Is Rose a jeweler
who retails watches or a luxury watch retailer who
also designs high-end jewels? Biren says, “I’d say Rose
is neither. A goal to create the first luxury brand of
Indian heritage has led us to construct a jewelry
brand of international renown. My watch business
friends Jean Christophe Babin and Jean Claude Biver
encouraged me to open Rose The Watch Bar since
they knew how much I adored all things aesthetically
pleasing. Starting as a passionate effort to teach
clients about high horology, selling timepieces
became a natural outcome. We were pleasantly
surprised by the customers’ response, and Rose The
Watch Bar has grown exponentially in the last several
years into a stand-alone enterprise. In terms of
prestige, it ranks alongside the jewelry industry.”

Talking about the watch, he said, “The Serpenti needs
no further introduction. A bracelet has long been a
dream of many ladies. The malachite dial on our Rose
and Bulgari Serpenti watch is breathtaking, to say the
least. It’s basically a nod to the Rose brand’s signature
green color. Rose and Bulgari have a long history of
dealing with rare jewels, and this piece is a nod to
that. This is why, for our 40th anniversary, we have
decided to make only 40 of these limited edition
timepieces worldwide, allowing only 40 unique
customers to get their hands on this collector’s item!”
The Serpenti has found a home in the hearts of every
woman collector. Talking about the importance of
this watch in building a community of female watch

collectors, Karan said, “Oh, very important, of
course! The Serpenti is the ideal synthesis of jewelry
and timepieces. As a piece of jewelry, the Tubogas
Bracelet has a special place in the hearts of many
young people today. In addition, the Serpent head
watch face is a fantastic match for this wristwatch.
The Serpenti brings together high fashion and
jewelry enthusiasts into the field of Haute Horology.
Over the course of its existence, Rose, as a brand, has
undergone numerous transformations. Now that the
pandemic has been going on for a few years, they’re
in full-on expansion mode. When they first entered
the Middle East, they had no idea how well things
would go. And now they’re aiming to expand their
reach throughout the region and beyond the world.
Over the next year, the Watch Bar plans to
completely re-imagine its store and customer
experience. They want to provide their customers
with an even more polished experience of ultimate
and complete luxury. Just the ideal way to celebrate
and make a mark in the industry!
Credit : thehourmarkers.com
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This now brings us to the iconic Rose x Bulgari
Serpenti Edition. Why was the Serpenti your choice
of watch to celebrate this monumental occasion?
Biren says, “We wanted to celebrate our 40th
anniversary in a memorable way. We aimed to
provide our clients with something well-known, yet
distinctive. As a result, we teamed together with
Bulgari, longtime collaborators and friends, to create
a classic, but with a Rose touch!
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RICHARD MILLE
When Legends Meet
collaboration between two legends can
only mean one thing - An unforgettable
product. In 2021, Ferrari and Richard Mille, driven
by their shared quest for perfection, joined forces
to create a long-term partnership. Richard Mille
celebrates this budding relationship with the
creation of an exceptional ultra-flat timepiece,
the RM UP-01 Ferrari.

At just 1.75 millimetres thick, the RM UP-01 Ferrari
constitutes a triumph of technical prowess and
exemplifies a new approach to watch mechanics in
which technicality more than ever dictates aesthetics.
A model resulting from many year’s work, dozens of
prototypes and more than 6,000 hours of
development and laboratory testing, Richard Mille
was determined to retain a traditional architecture in

Their models make no concessions and frequently

Like the prestigious Italian automotive legend – and
consistent with the standards of the Richard Mille
manufacture thanks to its extreme lightness,
tonneau shape, spline screws, skeletonised bridges
and level of finishing – the 150 limited-edition
timepieces in the RM UP-01 Ferrari series
combine innovation with performance, strength
and aesthetics.
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The collaboration between Richard Mille and the
Ferrari teams, most visibly expressed in the choice of
materials and execution of the watch, also precisely
lent the project the competitive spirit so essential in
the most exhilarating adventures. The RM UP-01
Ferrari is an allusive piece to Ferrari’s values,
developing sporting mechanisms that are as elegant
as they are immediately recognizable.

contradict current trends to create new aesthetical
codes. The RM UP-01 Ferrari bears witness to
this partnership of the best know-how these two
iconic brands have to offer in the combination of
their ideas, understanding, respective developments
and shared values.
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which the movement is assembled within the case,
rather than a construction in which the caseback
doubles as a baseplate, in order to ensure under any
circumstances total shock resistance.

Titan Com

BOMBERG
A New Beginning
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BB01 Automatic

BOLT 68 Heritage

ith a reputation for superlative Swiss watches,
watchmaking maison Bomberg makes its foray
into India. A combination of Swiss research and engineering
in watchmaking, Bomberg has created a legacy of high end
luxury watches for an audience that is cool, creative and
confident. The brand embraces the free and insurgent spirit
of millions of people around the world who dare to be
different and to create their own uncommon rules.
All Bomberg watches are Swiss Made with a powerful legacy
of craftsmanship and an irrefutably prodigious reputation.
The watches have a presence across the globe with watch
lovers from Latin America, USA, Asia as well as Europe.
The collection includes a number of watches ranging from
automatic to racing, neo to heritage. Each piece tells a
different story and has been created with the wearer as the
centerpiece. The watches feature exceptional craftsmanship
and meticulous detail, a sharp contrast of shapes, materials
and textures. The dial prominently features the Bomberg
crown at the 12 o’ clock position giving it its trademark look.
Since this is the brand’s first time in the country the watches
will be available in a very selective and exclusive manner in
Delhi and Mumbai to start with.

BOLT-68 Neo

BOLT-68 Racing

CE1111 - Fossil FB 01

CE1114 - Fossil Gabby

CE1117 - Fossil Stella
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SKAGEN & FOSSIL
Watch Out
atch companies over the last century have continuously experimented with watch materials. From
precious metals to creating their own “carbo-tech,” watches can be made out of almost anything.
One of these unique materials is ceramic. This material can be found in the bracelet, case and bezel of a watch.
But what really is ceramic?
The ceramic material used in watches is different than the typical ceramic that comes to mind. Ceramic is
defined as any material that is inorganic, nonmetallic and solid. This high tech material is much different than
the fragile ceramic typically found in cookware or pottery.
Ceramic boasts a hardness that is unlike any traditional watch metal, such as stainless steel or gold. It is
considered to be scratch proof and to not show signs of wearing, even after years. Ceramic is also unaffected by
the ultraviolet rays produced by the sun, meaning that their colors won’t fade. Many brands choose to use
ceramics in sport and dive models as it can withstand chemical erosion and is anti-magnetic.
If you’re ready to set a style statement and stand out from the crowd, Skagen & Fossil’s latest
Ceramic Collections are ideal for every occasion. These time-honored treasures are sleek, sophisticated and an
absolute investment for your wardrobe.

SKW3011 - Skagen Freja - Women

CE1120 - Fossil Stella - Women

CE5025 - Fossil FB 01 - Men

For Her

The following information is published as required by Rule 8 under
theRegistration of Newspaper (Central), Rules, 1956.

Fb-01

Skagen
Exuding a lady like aura, Freja mingles a Danish aesthetic with delicate
designs to create a minimalistic timepiece. Curated with a sunray dial,
glitz dot indexes and a bracelet strap, the watch is available in two
colour variants - a deep black, and a sparkly silver. The Freja Lille is
created using ceramics to ensure a smooth finish that slips fluidly on
your lady’s wrist.
For Him
Designed for the bold and brave-hearted, the Fb-01 is a robust and rich
piece for men to boast. This collection meets the right amount of style
and sportiness to create a definite trend-setter. The Chronograph
Ceramic Watches are available in 2 color variants, a deep navy with
hints of silver and a sleek black with hues of gold. Whether you’re
looking to gift this timepiece to a near one or simply pamper yourself,
Fossil’s free engraving options make it infinitely more special!
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Sd/Sunil Karer
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Adorned with elegance and extravagance, the FB-01 selection stirs up
sophistication and style with its contemporary ceramic finish. The
three-hand dials are embellished with gold and white, resonating a
rustic yet swanky style to it. Available in 3 colour variants, salted
caramel, black and white, the watches can elevate almost every outfit
one might wear!

FORM IV
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Fossil’s Stella watches instantly catch your eye thanks to its bright and
vibrant hues. They are created using ceramics that offer a sheen that
instantly give a more refined look for the ladies. A bracelet strap styled
with a chic bedazzled sunray dial, the watch is available in two colour
variants - a bright blue and a fashionable hue of pink. With options to
personalise the timepiece with a unique engraving, make this summery
piece the ultimate style statement!
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GENEVA WATCH DAYS 2022
Titan Com

Bright Days Ahead

he third Edition of Geneva Watch Days is all set to welcome watch lovers from across the globe.
Moving beyond the usual trade shows and expos, Watch Days resonates within the global community
in new and refreshing ways. Through its innovative format and unique spirit, Geneva Watch Days has not only
proved itself as a beacon in the watch universe, but is now, more than ever, in tune with today – a global and
decentralized event, self-managed and open to the public.
This year, the event will take place from August 29th to September 1st. Daytime exhibitions, talks and
watchmaking presentations are open to the general public, whilst evening special events will allow participating
brands to celebrate the fair with their guests. This edition is slated to bring together an eclectic mix of over
20 brands as well as independent watchmakers.
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Geneva Watch Days, a not-for-profit organization,
is the collective brainchild of passionate brands that

include Bulgari, Breitling, De Bethune, Gerald Genta,
H. Moser & Cie, MB& F, Ulysse Nardin and Urwerk.
Several additional Maisons have already officially
joined the event as Associate Members:
Arnold & Son, De Bethune, Doxa,
Frédérique Constant, Atelier de Monaco, Alpina,
Charles Girardier, Greubel Forsey, Maurice Lacroix,
Oris, Phillips in association with Bacs and Russo, and
Reuge. Bianchet, Czapek, and Louis Erard have
joined as Regular Members.
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The Pavilion, the collective area installed in the heart
of Geneva, by the landmark Jet d’Eau fountain, will
serve as the show’s rallying point. The event is both
physical and digital, enabling those from countries
with public health-related travel restrictions to
explore the show and discover the latest releases in
real time, as if they were there.

Titan Com

SWISS WATCHMAKING IN JUNE 2022
Sustained growth for the eighth consecutive month
he first half of the year ended well for Swiss watch exports with an increase in value of 8.1% in June
compared to last year’s figures, at 2.1 billion francs. The first six months closed with an aggregate total
of 11.9 billion francs, reflecting a growth of 11.9% compared to the first half of 2021.

Swiss watch exports in May 2022
Products

12 months moving average

Units
(in mio.)

Change
CHF

Mil. of

1.4

+6.9%

2,027.4

+8.0%

101.8

+11.0%

2,129.2

+8.1%

Wrist watches
Other products
Total

Change

Most of the growth in June came from watches made from precious
metals and steel. Volume was mainly driven by bimetallic watches
(+62.8%) and the Other materials category (+23.4%). This
represented an additional 90,000 timepieces compared to 2021.
Volumes for the entire semester stood at 7.2 million watches,
i.e. 225,000 more than last year.

Wristwatches by materials
Materials

Units
(in 1'000)
38.0

Change

805.2

Gold-steel

155.6

Other metals

111.0

Other materials

Precious metal
Steel

Total
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Mil. of CHF

Change

Share

USA

324.6

+17.5%

15.2%

China

230.5

-6.4%

10.8%

United Kingdom

150.9

+28.7%

7.1%

Hong Kong

144.0

-31.1%

6.8%

Japan

140.2

+16.1%

6.6%

139.9

+24.3%

6.6%

1,130.0

+4.4%

53.1%

Singapore
Total 6 markets

-0.3%

805.2

+8.0%

+62.8%

311.9

+1.6%

-20.1%

102.8

-0.5%

321.8

+23.4%

62.0

+14.6%

1,431.7

+6.9%

2,027.4

+8.0%

+11.7%

Wristwatches by price categories

Main markets
Markets

Change

+3.5%

Mil. of
CHF
745.5
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Watches priced over 500 francs (export price) set the tone for the overall
growth in the industry. But the increase was twice as remarkable above
3,000 francs (+11.0%). The commendable performance of watches priced
under 200 francs reflected the result achieved in the Other materials
category, just as the sharp drop in the 200-500 segment notably echoed the
decrease recorded for watches made of other metals.
Trends in most markets remained very favourable in June. The growth of
watch exports to the United States remained very strong (+17.5%) even

though it was halved compared to the first five months of the year and had
to contend with a very negative base effect. The Chinese market (-6.4%)
benefited from the gradual easing of anti-Covid measures after two months
of partial closure, but it was compared to a particularly high benchmark, as
the figures for June 2021 were almost double (+93.7%) those of 2019.
Hong Kong (-31.1%) suffered one of the biggest drops in the last twelve
months, sinking below one of its poorest levels ex-Covid. Most other
markets, both in Asia and Europe, saw a growth of between 10% and 65%.

Titan Com
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GRAND SEIKO
An Evening To Remember
hat do you get when you combine delicious food, great company, a shared love for watches and
some lip smacking cocktails? An evening to remember, of course! Mumbai saw one of the most
prolific gatherings for watch lovers thanks to Grand Seiko who hosted the event for Red Bar Bombay members
at Bandra’s latest fine dine restaurant Tori.
The event was curated by The Hour Markers beginning by 6:15 pm and winding up only in the wee hours of the
night. Each aspect, right from the sit down menu to the customized cocktails were absolutely perfect! Serving a
variety of Latin American and Asian dishes, guests were left licking their fingers with the sumptuous spread
available. Tori, owned by Abhayraj Kohli and Catley lives up to its meaning: a phrase used in Japanese martial
arts to describe proficiency or technique. Catley’s mastery with food was evident from the smorgasbord of
ceviches, carpaccios, and sushi rolls available which were perfectly accompanied by special cocktails concocted
for this occasion.
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Grand Seiko was founded in 1960 as a result of a strong desire to succeed. The notion that inspired the designers
and engineers during the development of Grand Seiko, and ever since, was that it should be the “perfect” watch,
with world-leading standards of precision, durability, and beauty.
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Esteemed guests from the watch industry marked their presence like Niladri Mazumder, President & COO of
Seiko Watch India, Rajesh Patel, Marketing Head and Punit Mehta, Founder at Red Bar Bombay. The exchange
of knowledge truly left the members mesmerised and intrigued to know more about Grand Seiko.
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“The Grand Seiko X RedBar Bombay soirée curated by The Hour Markers was a marquee event for the Indian
Watch Community, an amazing amalgamation where a brand along with media got together in support for
watch enthusiasts. An evening where our members not only got an insight into the world of Grand Seiko but
also interacted with the brand representatives which was a special experience. Curation of the event by The
Hour Markers left no stone unturned to give a memorable experience of Japanese craftsmanship to our
members. We are thankful to the brand and the organisers for this wonderful experience and look forward to
many such evenings with The Hour Markers”, Punit Mehta, Founder RedBar Bombay.
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Special themed cocktails named after watches from the Grand Seiko collection were a bit hit with the guests as
they quickly flew off the bar counter. Blue Snowflake, White Birch, Shunbun and Byōka were some of the drinks
that made the perfect companion to an evening filled with good times!

TITAN COMPANY LIMITED
FY22 revenue records 36% growth and profit more than doubles
itan delivered a solid all-round performance in FY
2021-22 despite disruptions in Ql as well as Q4. Total
income for FY22 was ` 26,411 crore, registering a growth of
36% compared to ` 19,426 crore in the FY21 (excluding
bullion sale). The Company recorded a profit of ` 2,983 crore
(before taxes and exceptional items) for the fiscal year in
comparison to ` 1,370 crore in FY21, a growth of 118%. The
exceptional item represents ` 51 crore expense recognised in
the books on account of voluntary retirement scheme that was
offered to employees during Q4.
Q4 FY22 ended with a satisfactory performance despite partial
lockdowns, volatility in gold prices and uncertainty in a fragile
geo-political situation. Total income for the quarter was ` 7,352
crore, a growth of 3% compared to ` 7,169 crore in Q4 FY21.
Excluding bullion sale, revenue declined by 2% compared to
Q4 FY21. Company reported a profit of ` 716 crore (before
taxes and exceptional items) as compared to ` 702 crore in the
same quarter of previous year.

Jewellery business reported an EBIT of ` 780 crore (before
exceptional items) in Q4 FY22 compared to ` 703 crore in the
same quarter of previous year. Watches & Wearables business
reported an EBIT ` 16 crore (before exceptional items) in Q4
FY22 compared to ` 46 crore in the same quarter of previous
year. EyeCare business reported a loss of ` 3 crore (before
exceptional items) in the quarter compared to an EBIT of

Titan TITAN
Com

The Company has further added (net) 269 stores during the
year. The Company’s retail chain (including Caratlane) has
2,178 stores across 337 towns with an area exceeding 2.8
million sq. ft. as on March’22.
Of the key subsidiaries of the Company,
• Caratlane Trading Private Limited continued to do well in
both online and offline channels emerging as a strong omni
player. The annual revenue was ` 1,256 crore and a profit of
` 39 crore (before taxes and exceptional items) compared to
revenue of ` 716 crore and profit of ` 2 crore in FY21. In Q4
of FY22, it clocked a revenue of ` 365 crore and a profit of
` 11 crore (before taxes and exceptional items) compared to
revenue of ` 253 crore and a profit of `10 crore in Q4 FY21.
• Titan Engineering & Automation limited (TEAL) reported
an annual revenue of ` 378 crore and a profit of ` 24 crore
(before taxes and exceptional items) compared to revenue of
` 354 crore and profit of ` 40 crore in FY21. For Q4 FY22,
TEAL recorded a revenue of ` 184 crore and a profit ` 21 crore
(before taxes and exceptional items) compared to revenue of
` 102 crore and a profit of ` 9 crore in Q4 FY21.
Mr. C. K Venkataraman, Managing Director of the Company
stated that: “Despite frequent disruptions in the quarter owing
to Covid wave 3 and other geo-political factors, the quarterhas
been satisfactory in terms of growth and profitability. The
Company is well prepared and looking forward to an exciting
Ql with all its stores ramped up for a much-awaited Akshaya
Tritiya festival this year. With international expansion in GCC
markets and the first Tanishq store coming up in the US, we are
gearing up to touch new horizons in FY23.”

COMPANY LIMITED

CIN: L74999TZ1984PLC001456
3, SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, HOSUR 635 126.
STATEMENT OF STANDALONE AUDITED FINANCIAL RESULTS FOR THE QUARTER AND YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2022
PART I
` in crores except earnings per share
Particulars
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During the quarter, the Jewellery business registered an income
of ` 6,132 crore compared to ` 6,397 crore in Q4 FY21
(excluding bullion sale), a decline of 4%. Watches & Wearables
business reported an income of ` 622 crore with 12% growth in
Q4 FY22 compared to ` 555 crore in Q4 FY21. EyeCare
business reported an income of ` 134 crore with 6% growth in
Q4 FY22 compared to ` 127 crore in Q4 FY21. Other
businesses comprising of Indian dress wear and Fragrances &
Fashion accessories reported an income of ` 42 crore in Q4
FY22 compared to ` 35 crore in Q4 FY21, a growth of 20%.

` 23 crore in the same quarter of previous year. Other
businesses reported a loss of ` 15 crore (before exceptional
items) as compared to a loss of ` 9 crore in the same quarter of
the previous year.

I. Revenue from operations
- Sale of products/ services
- Other operating revenue (refer note 4)
II. Other income
III. Total income (I +II)

31-03-2022
(Audited)7

3 months ended
31-12-2021
(Unaudited)

31-03-2021
(Audited)7

Year ended
31-03-2022
31-03-2021
(Audited)
(Audited)

6,749
527
76

9,381
134
55

6,991
144
34

25,831
1,379
246

19,046
1,556
181

7,352

9,570

7,169

27,456

20,783

Titan TITAN
Com

COMPANY LIMITED

CIN: L74999TZ1984PLC001456
3, SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, HOSUR 635 126.
STATEMENT OF STANDALONE AUDITED FINANCIAL RESULTS FOR THE QUARTER AND YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2022
PART I
` in crores except earnings per share
Particulars

IV. Expenses:
Cost of materials and components consumed
Purchase of stock-in-trade
Changes in inventories of finished goods,
stock-in-trade and work-in-progress
Employee benefits expense
Finance costs
Depreciation and amortisation expense
Advertising
Other expenses
IV. Total expenses
V. Profit / (loss) before exceptional item and tax
(III - IV)
VI. Exceptional item (refer note 5)
VII. Profit/ (loss) before tax (V - VJ)
VIII. Tax expense:
Current tax
Deferred tax
VIII. Total tax
IX. Profit / (loss) for the period (VII-Vlll)
X. Other comprehensive income

31-03-2022
(Audited)7

3 months ended
31-12-2021
(Unaudited)

31-03-2021
(Audited)7

Year ended
31-03-2022
31-03-2021
(Audited)
(Audited)

6,855
1,359

6,344
1,336

4,507
868

20,939
4,187

13,143
2,462

(2,711)
328
54
88
156
507
6, 636

(509)
276
52
85
172
497
8,253

236
251
45
82
79
399
6,467

(4,468)
1,143
195
347
474
1,656
24,473

164
911
181
331
232
1,989
19,413

716
51
665

1,317
1,317

702
702

2 ,983
51
2,932

1,370
137
1,233

196
(22)
174
491

333
(3)
330
987

179
(6)
173
529

779
(27)
752
2180

351
5
356
877

27
(7)

-

27
(6)

9
(2)

45
(11)

20

(2)
(2)

22
(6)
37

(16)
4
(5)

234
(62)
206

511

985

566

2,175

1, 083

89

89

89

89

89

9,284

7,464

24.56

9.88

(ii) Items that will be reclassified to the statement
of profit and loss
- Effective portion of gain or (loss) on designated
portion of hedging instruments in a cash flow hedge
- income-tax on (ii) above
X. Total other comprehensive income

XI. Total comprehensive income (IX+X)
XII. Paid up equity share capital
(face value ` 1 per share):
XIII. Other equity:
XIV. Earnings/ (loss) per equity share of ` 1:
{based on net profit/ (loss) for the period (IX))
Basic and diluted (not annualised)

5.53

See accompanying notes to the standalone audited financial results

11.12

5.96
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- Remeasurement of employee defined benefit plan
- Income-tax on (i) above*
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(i) Items that will not be reclassified to the
statement of profit and loss

Titan TITAN
Com

COMPANY LIMITED

CIN: L74999TZ1984PLC001456
3, SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, HOSUR 635 126.
STATEMENT OF STANDALONE AUDITED FINANCIAL RESULTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED31 MARCH 2022
BALANCE SHEET
` in crores
Particulars
As at
As at
31-03-2022
31-03-2021
(Audited)
(Audited)
ASSETS
(1) Non-current assets

(a) Property, plant and equipment
(b) Capital work-in-progress
(c) Right-of-use assets
(d) Investment property
(e) Intangible assets
(f) Intangible assets under development
(g) Financial assets
(i) Investments
(ii) Loans receivable
(iii) Other financial assets
(h) Deferred tax assets (net)
(i) Income tax assets (net)
(j) Other non-current assets
(2) Current assets

(a) Inventories
(b) Financial assets
(i) Investments
(ii) Trade receivables
(iii) Cash and cash equivalents
(iv) Bank balances other than (iii) above
(v) Loans receivable
(vi) Other financial assets
(c) Other current assets
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
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(a) Equity share capital
(b) Other equity

Liabilities
(1) Non-current liabilities

TOTAL ASSETS

TOTAL EQUITY

(a) Financial liabilities
(i) Lease liabilities
(b) Provisions
(2) Current liabilities

(a) Financial liabilities
(i) Borrowings
(ii) Gold on loan
(iii) Lease liabilities
(iv) Trade payables
- Total outstanding dues of micro and small enterprises
- Total outstanding dues of creditors other than micro and small enterprises
(v) Other financial liabilities
(b) Other current liabilities
(c) Provisions
(d) Current tax liabilities (net)
TOT AL EOUITY AND LIABILITIES

1,012
60
877
1
35
11

1,026
17
854
24
55
8

869
40
508
136
135
74
3,758

759
41
283
105
120
67
3,359

12,787

7,984

15
495
117
932
419
762
852
16,379

2,753
291
147
365
73
217
671
12,501

89
9,284

89
7,464

20,137

15,860

9,373

7,553

1,026
179
1,205

971
143
1,114

225
5,161
193

4,094
178

198
857
429
2,386
30
80
9,559

158
537
218
1,905
23
80
7,193

20,137

15,860

Titan Com TITAN COMPANY LIMITED

A. Cash flow from operating activities
Net profit before tax
Adjustments for:
-Depreciation and an1ortisation expense
-Net unrealised exchange (gain)/loss
-Loss on sale/ disposal/ scrapping of property, plant and equipment (net)
-Provision for doubtful trade receivables (net) and bad trade receivables written oﬀ
-lnterest income
-Gain on investments carried at fair value through profit and loss
-Gain on sale of investment in joint venture
- Dividend Income
-Gain on pre-closure of lease contracts
-Rent waiver
-Impairment of investment in subsidiary
-Finance costs

As at
31-03-2022
(Audited)

` in crores
As at
31-03-2021
(Audited)

2,932

1,233

347
(1)
3
0
(92)
(86)
(24)
(20)
(30)
195

331
1
6
34
(73)
(34)
(4)
(24)
(12)
(57)
137
181

Operating profit before working capital changes
Adjustments for:
- (increase)/ decrease in trade receivables
- (increase)/ decrease in inventories
- (increase)/ decrease in financial assets-loans receivables
- (increase)/ decrease in other financial assets
- (increase)/ decrease in other assets
- (increase)/ decrease in other bank balances
- increase/ (decrease) in gold on loan
- increase/ (decrease) in trade payables
- increase/ (decrease) in other financial liabilities
- increase/ (decrease) in other current liabilities
- increase/ (decrease) in provisions

3,224

1,719

(204)
(4,803)
(1)
(511)
(185)
1,067
362
189
481
51

(78)
(243)
(6)
245
(34)
2,587
187
254
(218)
(49)

Cash (used)/generated from operating activities before taxes
-Direct taxes paid, net
Net cash (used)/generated from operating activities

(330)
(796)
(1,126)

4,364
(263)
4,101

B. Cash flow from investing activities
Purchase of properly, plant and equipment, intangible assets and investment property
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment
Purchase of investments in subsidiaries and other equity instruments
Proceeds from sale of investment in joint venture
Loan repayment / (given to) received from subsidiary
Investment in non convertible debentures
Inter-corporate deposits placed
Proceeds from inter-corporate deposits
Bank deposits (placed)/ matured, net
(Purchase)/ sale of mutual funds, net
Loan given to Company's franchisees and vendors
Proceeds from loan given to Company's franchisees and vendors
Lease payments received from sub-lease (excluding interest received)
Dividend received from subsidiary
Interest received
Net cash from/(used in) investing activities

(173)
6
(169)
(100)
(1,094)
750
(568)
2,815
(34)
34
21
24
52
1,564

(111)
7
(30)
43
2
(5)
(150)
100
(60)
(2,640)
(97)
94
19
24
60
(2,744)

225
(355)
(143)
(195)
(468)

(626)
(355)
(98)
(181)
(1,260)

Net cash (used)/ generated during the year (A+B+C)

(30)

97

Cash and cash equivalents (opening balance)
Add/ (Less): Unrealised exchange (gain)/ loss
Cash and cash equivalents (closing balance)

147
117

50
147

C. Cash flow from financing activities
Proceeds I (repayment) from borrowings, net
Dividends paid (including dividend distribution tax as applicable)
Payment of lease liabilities (excluding interest paid)
Finance costs paid
Net cash used in financing activities (C)
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CIN : L74999TZ1984PLC001456
3, SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, HOSUR 635 126.
'STATEMENT OF STANDALONE AUDITED CASH FLOWS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2022
Particulars

As at
31-03-2022
(Audited)

Debt reconciliation statement in accordance with Ind AS 7
Current borrowings
Opening balance
(Repayment) / proceeds from borrowings, net
Closing balance
Reconciliation of Lease liability
Opening balance
Payments made during the year
Non-cash changes
Closing balance

` in crores
As at
31-03-2021
(Audited)

225
225

626
(626)
-

1,149
(143)
213
1,219

1,136
(98)
111
1,149

TITAN COMPANY LIMITED
CIN: L74999TZ1984PLC001456

Titan Com
3, SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, HOSUR 635 126.

STATEMENT OF STANDALONE AUDITED FINANCIAL RESULTS FOR THE QUARTER AND YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2022
SEGMENT INFORMATION (Refer note 2)
` in crores
Particulars
3 months ended
Year ended
31-03-2022
31-12-2021
31-03-2021
31-03-2022
31-03-2021
(Audited)7
(Unaudited)
(Audited)7
(Audited)
(Audited)

Segment revenues and profit and loss
a) Sales/ Income from segments
Watches and Wearables
Jewellery (refer note 4)
Eyecare
Others
Corporate (unallocated)

708
8,617
156
52
37
9,570

555
6,422
127
35
30
7,169

2,309
24,313
517
154
163
27,456

1,580
18,631
375
98
99
20,783

(10)
767
(8)
(16)
(14)

82
1,260
34
(3)
(4)

46
703
23
(9)
(16)

108
3,027
50
(36)
(22)

(65)
1,686
23
(45)
(185)

719
54
665

1,369
52
1,317

747
45
702

3,127
195
2,932

1,414
181
1,233

Total

2,256
14,038
463
210
3,170
20,137

2,156
11,055
442
166
5,996
19,815

1,932
8,646
414
170
4,698
15,860

2,256
14,038
463
210
3,170
20,137

1,932
8,646
414
170
4,698
15,860

Total

905
9,040
269
93
457
10,764

843
9,568
242
80
222
10,955

678
7,130
221
90
188
8,307

905
9,040
269
93
457
10,764

678
7,130
221
90
188
8,307

Total

622
6,507
134
42
47
7,352
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b) Profit/ (Loss) from segments before finance costs and taxes
Watches and Wearables
Jewellery
Eyecare
Others
Corporate (unallocated)
Finance costs
Profit before taxes
Segment assets and liabilities
Segment assets
Watches and Wearables
Jewellery
Eyecare
Others
Corporate (unallocated)
Segment liabilities
Watches and Wearables
Jewellery
Eyecare
Others
Corporate (unallocated)

Notes:
1 The standalone audited financial results of Titan Company Limited (“the Company”) have been prepared in accordance with
Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS) notified under the Companies (Indian Accounting Standards) Rules, 2015, as amended.
2 The Company is structured into four verticals namely Watches and wearables, Jewellery, Eyecare and Others, where “Others”
include Accessories, Fragrances and Indian Dress Wear. Accordingly, the Company has presented its segment results under these
business segments.
3 During the year ended 31 March 2022, the Company has incorporated TCL North America Inc, as a wholly owned subsidiary.
4 During the quarter and year ended 31 March 2022, the Company sold gold-ingots aggregating ` 375 crores (previous quarter
ended 31 March 2021, ` 25 crores ) and ` 1045 crores (previous year ended 31 March 2021, ` 1357 crores) respectively to
various customers dealing in bullion, which is disclosed as other operating revenues.
5 During the quarter and year ended 31 March 2022, the Company had announced Voluntary Retirement Scheme (VRS) to some
employees. The expenses accrued for the quarter and year amounting to ` 51 crores is disclosed as exceptional items during
the year.
During the previous year ended 31 March 2021, the Company had created provision for impairment of investment in a subsidiary
(Favre Leuba AG, Switzerland) amounting to ` 137 crores and the same is disclosed as exceptional item during the previous year.

Segment

Quarter ended
31-03-2022

Quarter ended
31-12-2021

Quarter ended
31-03-2021

Year ended
31-03-2022

Year ended
31-03-2021

16
780
(3)
(15)

82
1,260
34
(3)

46
703
23
(9)

134
3,040
55
(35)

(65)
1,686
23
(45)

Corporate (Unallocated)

778
(8)

1,373
(4)

763
(16)

3,194
(16)

1,599
(48)

Profit before excentional items finance
costs and taxes

770

1,369

747

3,178

1,551

Watches and Wearables
Jewellery
Eyecare
Others

6 Titan has a practice of sharing its success & prosperity with its people. To reward an excellent performance amidst challenging
times, Titan has announced an Ex-Gratia of ` 72 crore. The same has been provided in the books of accounts during the quarter.
7 The above results of the Company have been audited by the statutory auditors and have issued an unqualified audit opinion on
the same. The figure for the quarters ended 31 March 2022 and 31 March 2021 are the balancing figure between the audited
figures of the full financial year and the unaudited year to date figure upto the third quarter of the respective financial years. Also,
the figures upto the end of the third quarter were only reviewed and notsubjected to audit.
8 The standalone audited financial results of the Company for the quarter and year ended 31 March 2022 have been reviewed by
the Audit Committee of the Board on 2 May 2022 and approved by the Board of Directors at their meeting on 3 May 2022.
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9 The Board of Directors at its meeting held on 3 May 2022 has recommended a dividend of ` 7.50 per equity share for the year
ended 31 March 2022. The same is subject to shareholders’ approval in the ensuing Annual General Meeting.
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Profit / (loss) from segments before exceptional items, finance costs and laxes are as below for the quarter and year ended 31 March
2022 and year ended 31 March 2021 is given below:

Place: Bengaluru
of Directors
Date: 3 May 2022

For and on behalf of the Board

C.K. Venkataraman
Managing Director

WATCHES AND
WONDERS
Asian Sojourn
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fter a thunderous success at the Watches And
Wonders Geneva earlier this spring, the organizers
are now shifting focus to the Asian subcontinent where
they are gearing up for the next chapter of this much
awaited event.
Two shows have been scheduled for the year, both of which
will take place in China. The two events have been brought
together under the banner of ‘Watches and Wonders Hainan’,
named after the province of which the more northern Haikou
is the principal city, while Sanya lies on the chic coast to
the south.
The first of these will be an extended show running
simultaneously on Hainan Island sites Haikou and Sanya,
from October to December 2022. While Sanya was already
a feature on the 2020 and 2021 calendars, the second venue
at Haikou is an innovation.
In Haikou, Watches and Wonders will be an opportunity
to celebrate with the CTG (China Tourism Group), its
historic partner organiser, the brand-new complex opening in
September. Over a period of several weeks, a 500 square-metre
venue will be hosting workshops, labs, talks and special
presentations for connoisseurs, collectors, and the general
public. Brands will be making the most of the show to
stage exclusive events in their boutiques and organise

pop-up stands especially designed for the occasion.
Meanwhile in Sanya, Watches and Wonders will once again
take residence in the CDF Mall, a facility that has put the
seaside resort firmly on the map. Here too, a range of
educational and immersive experiences will be staged during
the event. The entire watchmaking journey will also feature on
social media, in a blended format that now forms part and
parcel of the Watches and Wonders experience.
The next chapter of the Chinese journey for Watches and
Wonders is confirmed to take place in Shanghai from
November 23 to 27, 2022. This third edition will once again
be hosted at the West Bund Art Center, where collectors,
retailers, press, and VIPs will benefit from a fully re-designed
Pavilion. Extending over two levels, the light, airy, open-format
venue will showcase watchmaking’s new releases for the year,
along with a number of very special Watches and Wonders
Shanghai exclusives. Each of the five days will be devoted to
a specific audience to ensure the welcome and experience is
just as it should be – and of course, offer the best possible
health protection.
Watches and Wonders also announced that the next edition
of Watches and Wonders Geneva will take place from
March 27 to April 2, 2023.

TAG HEUER
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A Sky Full of Stars

hen a Swiss watch brand known for its
commitment to watchmaking collaborates with
an OTT platform committed to entertainment, with a global
superstar hunk thrown in for good measure, what can one
expect but fireworks? Watchmaking maison TAG Heuer
partners with Netflix film The Gray Man directed by Joe and
Anthony Russo, starring Ryan Gosling who is also the face of
the iconic TAG Heuer Carrera Three Hands to reveal a
stunning timepiece perfect for an elite assassin.
The Gray Man is directed by the duo behind Avengers: Infinity
War and Avengers: Endgame, Joe and Anthony Russo which
brings yet another spectacle starring Regé-Jean Page, Ana de
Armas, Jessica Henwick, Wagner Moura, Dhanush, Billy Bob
Thornton, Alfre Woodard and Julia Butters along with superstar
Ryan Gosling who plays CIA’s most skilled operative who
sports a TAG Heuer timepiece.
Accompanying him on a high-octane chase is the iconic Carrera
Three Hands timepiece that was first created for high-speed
pursuits on the racetrack. As any respectable agent will know,
split-second decisions can be a matter of life and death. But just
as important for a spy who hides in the shadows is its sleek,
minimal, uncluttered design – proof that looks can also kill.

The result looks set to launch a suave, super-spy saga for a
new generation – and there’s no partner more suited than
TAG Heuer, where a history of excellence is similarly matched
by a passion for action, an unparalleled focus on performance,
and an unceasing desire to push what is possible.
The watch represents a showcase for the brand’s motor racing
heritage, where elegance and fearlessness go hand in hand –
much like Gosling’s agent. Like the motoring enthusiasts it was
made for, Sierra Six would appreciate the dedication to clean
lines and an obsession with readability, with the collection
representing the purest and most elegant watch in the
TAG Heuer portfolio.
Commenting on the association, TAG Heuer CEO
Frédéric Arnault says, “We are thrilled to partner with Netflix
for The Gray Man – not only does it star our very own brand
ambassador in the form of Hollywood icon Ryan Gosling, but
with a cast that also includes Chris Evans and Regé-Jean Page.
With the Russo brothers directing, it already is the must-watch
movie of 2022. And what else would Gosling’s unflappable
Sierra Six wear than a TAG Heuer Carrera Three Hands – an
iconic timepiece that is designed for those who don’t crack
under pressure.”








ULYSSES NARDIN
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A New Avatar

Titan Com
iding on the coattails of the launch of
Ulysse Nardin’s most complex watch the
Diver X Skeleton in 2021, this iconic
brand is set to release the same model in a striking
new colourway. The new piece is forged from black
Carbonium and is accompanied by a flashy yellow
rubber strap and a black R-STRAP made of upcycled
fishing nets.
Retaining its sporty appeal while taking a radical step
towards transparency, the new hero watch of the
Diver collection is an explosive amalgamation of the
design of a Diver and the technical prowess of the
Blast collection. Designed to withstand the pressures

that exist below 200 meters sea level, the
timepiece is equipped with black Carbonium
concave unidirectional rotating bezel and domed
sapphire glass.
A brand new movement breathes life into the
Diver X Skeleton which is visible through the
44 mm case. The UN-372 is created with an
oscillating weight in the shape of the Ulysse Nardin’s
iconic “X”. There is also a barrel cover placed at
12 o’clock in black Carbonium, which is the same
as the bezel. The hours, minutes, and seconds hands,
as well as the indexes are coated with white or yellow
tinted Super-LumiNova.

to your watch wardrobe.
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On the bezel, Ulysse Nardin has used Carbonium,
which is an extremely lightweight aerospace material
and among the most robust and durable materials
ever developed by scientists. It is made from the
same fibers as those used for the fuselage and wings
of contemporary aircraft. Because its manufacturing
process involves using “waste” materials, it has a
40% lower environmental impact than other carbon.
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In order to maintain the “X” interface of the dial,
the brand had to utilize some of its most advanced
technology and creativity in achieving this feat.
The hour indexes had to be secretly connected to
the dial, so they appear to be floating. To achieve
the sensation of depth, overlaid layers were used
to emphasize the tiered construction of the central
“X”. Different levels of finish were also employed
to create a play of light, amplified by the transparency
of the skeleton movement. The result? A stunning
timepiece which will be an invaluable addition
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Titan Com

GIRARD-PERREGAUX
Black Beauty

ne of the first models to follow the
legendary Royal Oak was the Laureato
from Girard-Perregaux. The watch was first
introduced in 1975, even before Genta’s Nautilus and
Ingenieur were released. The design featured a slim
overall design, a case with a raised octagonal bezel,
and an integrated bracelet. Over time, the Laureato
has become a classic that shares the legacy of iconic
modern sports watches.

The new Girard-Perregaux Laureato 42mm Pink
Gold and Onyx consists of a 42mm case that is
10.68mm thick and 50m water-resistant. It also has
the same integrated bracelet as the models that came
before it, with brushed outer links, polished center
links, and a pink gold dual-deployant, push-button
clasp. The mix of a mostly brushed finish with
polished accents creates a spectacular overall look for
both the case and the bracelet.

sapphire case back. The movement features a pink
gold oscillating weight that’s in line with the rest of
the model’s gold aesthetic. It is decorated with
circular Côtes de Genève for a nice, refined look. The
slim movement is a joy to see with perlage on the
base plate and vertical Côtes de Genève on the
bridges. The movement consists of 191 parts,
operates at 28,800vph, and delivers 54 hours of
power reserve.
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The glossy black onyx dial with its pink gold applied
hour markers, GP logo, and a pink gold-plated
handset gives it a stellar presence. The dial is further
graced with a date window at 3 o’clock, executed in
black with white printing to match the white text on
the dial. The brand states that it requires 15 different
operations to make one of the mirror-polished dials
and it truly is a sight to behold!
The watch is powered by the automatic in-house
caliber GP01800, which is visible through the
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Titan Com

Titan Com

AEROWATCH
Pocket of Time
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Titan Com

here’s something about pocket watches
that reminds one of a bygone era. It is
reminiscent of a period when people enjoyed a
slow but quality life. In the hustle and bustle of
today’s fast paced life, the pocket watch seems like
a forgone trinket. But what if you could combine
cutting edge technology with the romanticism of
a pocket watch? Aerowatch brings to you a path
breaking timepiece that connects the glorious past
with the bright future.
The Spider Skeleton pocket watch borrows
inspiration from the “Spider Squelette” wristwatch,
a model that was well loved by watch aficionados.
A brand new feature of the pocket watch is the
cambered crystal and the sapphire caseback. Since
sapphire crystal is scratch-resistant, it gives the Spider

pocket watch an everyday robustness which matches
that of a wristwatch.
The style-conscious design of the matte black
PVD-coated case emphasises the extravagance of the
“Spider Squelette” pocket watch: it stands out
prominently from the conventional genre. Its overall
appearance is sleek, guiding the observer’s glance to
the centre of the action where the spider, driven by
the seconds hand, crawls across the skeletonised
spider web.
The hour markers and hands coated with
Super-LumiNova assure dependable legibility of
the time around the clock. For those who prefer a
more discreet look, the Spider pocket watch is also
available in matte steel.
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